
Depicting the effectivity of community design in forming a sustainable urban landscape through virtual reality

Community and the Vernacular responds to the brief of how a space lives in the context of Zorratzaurre, Spain. 
Through my research I have noticed that the locals felt disregarded in the urban regeneration of the island, so the 

proposal conveys how spaces should embody the views and demands of communities as a collective, with a known 
challenge of bringing them together at a time where interaction is at a minimum due to the pandemic

The physicality aspect of interaction during COVID is lost behind a screen, and with the uprising of the digital world 
that could be manipulated beyond the physical dimension allows for multiple possibilities. Through the pandemic and 

the given remote site allowed for exploring many forms of collaboration and dialogue around regeneration through 
virtual reality, where the voices of the local communities can be more clearly represented

This portfolio will exhibit two propositions that were created highlighting collaboration

COMMUNITY AND THE VERNACULAR

PROPOSITION ONE: The Virtual 
“Architecture is too important to be left to architects” - Giancarlo de Carlo 

The first part of the proposition depicts multiple placement cards representing different aspects of the islands 
topography created in virtual reality as an interactive tool portraying how the communities correlate with the 
landscape, and allows for new constructs of a dynamic city to be created. These sheets will allow for the stu-
dent community, the leading future of the island, to restructure the terrain with no regional specificity, or given 
hierarchy to allow them the freedom to highlight the aspects that they believe are important

The first greetings in the VR space with students of Bilbao 

The city created by you, for you and the community Isometric projection of different placement cards



Instruction sheets were created showing the students how 
to use the headset, as well as a user experience sheet exhib-
iting how themselves, architects and designers will possibly 
benefit from this experience, in an aim to try to improve user 
experience and collaboration, and to truly value the spaces 

that they inhabit by being part of the process 

PROPOSITION two: The spatial 
Frames for collaboration: With the virtual, Enviorment, and people. 

An extension of my collaboration with students from IED university includes the creation of a spatial proposition in the given site of the abandoned Arti-
ach cookie factory in Zoratzaurre, Spain. The challenge was then  how to merge both the physical and digital worlds together to help revitalize the con-
nection between people and space through the collaboration with students from IED, which proceeded by creating two worlds

The pavilion utilizes how architecture in the virtual world is made up of microscopic polygons and triangles, meanwhile oriented to a situated GPS reality 
through sun path analysis to bridge the natural (The real) and the man-made (The virtual) realm. The concave interior triangles were added to soften the 
edges and make the structure less intimidating, and are color coded to highlight the different aspects of the islands topography that were studied in the 
first proposition

15 degrees

30 degrees

45 degrees

60 degrees

A 1:20 3D printed model of the pavilion exhibiting the construction process, using aluminum wire to represent tension cables cut at a 45 degree angle in order to stabilize 
as well as fish wire to attach each face and suspend the structure. The suspension of the structure represent how there are no walls and boundaries to limit the communi-
ty from forming their own urban landscape, liberating the ground and creating an inviting environment 

Additionally, participants can draw their own lines on the 
created city, representing movements, meeting points, and 
scaling themselves down to walk through the city, empow-
ering them and blurring the disconnection that the virtual 

world has with the physical. 

The realization of this project foregrounds collaboration in 
the creation of a healthy sustainable cycle of co-existence, 

through a recalibration of existing assets to help inform, and 
introduce new constructs of the city

(Scan QR codes to experience) 

How to use VR space

How to scale/draw in space
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3D printed model of pavilion 



SECTION A Elevation A

Elevation b Elevation c

Elevation D

The Physical Space The virtual Space 
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FURNITURE SECTION AND HANDLE DETAIL

SCREW DETAIL (SIDE)

SCREW DETAIL (FRONT)

The creation of furniture pieces in the 
shape of the topography placement 
cards in the center of the space fill 
an empty void with not only objects, 
but users

The furniture will  be made of cast 
concrete with a hollow interior for light-
weight mobility purposes with handles 
to mimic the community interaction in 
the first proposition

Each of the handles will be bolted in 
from the inside and held with a washer 

Each of the physical structures will 
have a podium under them to hold the 
VR headsets

Each of the headsets will be exhibiting 
the two virtual propositions

The columns of each pavillion act like a 
frame directing the user into the space. 
A theatrical moment. 

MATERIAL DETAIL FURNITURE SHEETS 
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Community and the Vernacular: The physical and the virtual 

Every image illustrates how the local community will engage with the space in first person, as well as navigate through the large building. Each pavilion in the 
physical world will be suspended across the factory as separate entities to represent how the communities felt disregarded in the urban regeneration of the island, 
all exhibited through a story line in the first person in the eyes of a local. Under every pavilion is a headset that will exhibit the virtual space, as well as the interac-
tion that was present in proposition one  

In the virtual world also known as the united pavilion, will be suspended together in the east void of the artiach, celebrating the importance of collaboration, es-
pecially in design to help represent the capabilities of the community to inform and transform its topography. The virtual reality experience is not only for people 
who would visit the actual space, but could be shared with anyone who has a device to bridge the gap between the near and far 

as i was taking a stroll around zoratzaurre, i spotted an unusual pavillion in the abandoned cookie factory so i decided to explore. 

Time: 2:05 PM

among closer inspection i noticed that the vr headset was in use, and started to inspect the pavillion before moving on to the next. oh wow, i feel like upclose the structure seems less intimidating. maybe due to the colors and the interesting shape. 

Time: 1:55 PM

Time: 2:06 PM

Time: 2:10 PM

Great! the headset is free let me see what this virtual world is all about! 

(Scan QR codes to experience) 

* the virtual *

wow that was so interesting, i would love to see the rest of the pavillions and how people are reacting to the experience. 

Time: 2:50 PM

i noticed people of all ages walking around, its nice to see the community unite together here. on the other side of the building i encountered the public space pavillion, which is something i believe is lacking on the island so far.

Time: 2:36 PM

Time: 3:15 PM

Time: 3:20 PM

i find it quite fascinating how the triangles reflect onto the ground. oh look! the final pavillion is right there!

its interesting to see the contrast between the old and the new. i feel like the building has a purpose again. 

Time: 2:45 PM

Time: 3:30 PM

besides the huge signs, i like how the columns are also colored. i feel like it acts like a frame that pulls me in, very theatrical. 

* one of multiple scenarios to experience the space. there is no specified order *



VR DAY PERSPECTIVE 

VR NIGHT PERSPECTIVE 


